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Abstract Apart from the specific studies for the CMS DT. the
We show experimental results about the wire ageing apparatus is well-suited to clarify the basic dependencies of

induced by pollutants in Ar/CO, gas irradiated by X-rays. The the wire ageing, which are not well known, e.g., the
tests are important for the barrel muon chambers of the CMS dependence on the wire gain, on the radiation power, on the
experiment at the LHC, because they should operate for 10 gas flux.

years in a radiation field (mucins, neutrons, garnma's). II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

I. INTRODUCTION The experimental apparatus consists on two twin wire-
CMS is a large apparatus built for high energy physics tubes, one for reference, the other being irradiated A picture

studies at die accelerator LHC at CERN A cross-section of of the apparatus is shown in fig.2.
the apparatus is shown in fig. .

Figure 2 A picture of the experimental apparatus. (a) tank
Figure I A szheme of CMS. containing the outgassing material; (b = reference tube; c =

irradiated tube; (d = X-ray gun; (e = cold trap. The arrows indicate

In CMS the barrel intion detectors are drift tubes (DT) the gas flow.

filled with Ar/CO, gas. During the beam time, the DT will be Each tube, 20 mm inner diameter, is 25 cm long and has a
exposed to gamma's, nitions and neutrons, with production of 50 gm diameter stainless-steel wire at its centre. The wire is
charged particles with an estimated maximum rate of 100 hold by pins insulated by MACOR ceramic cylinders 2.
Hz/cm2 [1). Materials of the DT in contact with the gas can MACOR is known to be safe as concern ageing 3]. The tube
outgas pollutant substances. During the multiplication process is placed in a stainless steel pipe, 35 mm inner diameter and
near the wire, the pollutant can be fixed definitively by the 35 cm long. At one end of each tube there is a thin window to
avalanche on the wire itself and cause a loss of gain and/or a allow the passage of soft X-ray radiation. Due to the geometry
worsening of the time resolution (wire ageing). The of the tube, the ionizing radiation travels parallel to the wire at
phenomenon is proportional to the total charge accumulated a distance of about I cm from it.
by the wire and to the pollutant concentration and it is
strongly dependent on the nature of the pollutant itself The tubes are connected in series. Between them there is a

tank which contains the outgassing material under test. The
Here we describe the laboratory tests performed to verif�, gas flows through the reference tube, then through the tank,

that the materials used in the DT do not induce wire agei .ng. then through the irradiated tube, and exits into air by mean of
The methods is to compare the gain of a clean reference wre- a bubbler. A cold-trap is placed just before the bubbler to
tube with the gain of a tube with dirty gas and irradiated by an avoid contamination due to the back-diffusion of the bubbler
ionizing source. oil. In the wire tubes and in the various parts of the apparatus
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we do not use any plastic materials to avoid possible :4.

dangerous pollutant outgassing from the plastics. The cap,- c 3
apparatil't was pumped at a level of 10' mbar and a vacuum 7 2 IC
leak test was prformed with a sensitivity of 10' mbar-Vs.

The tubes are mad by a charge amplifier (QA) with an U 0.8 160:1
integration time of about 340 ps. The output signal is fed into It!11 0.6 120
a shaping amplifier with a shaping time of 6 ps and collected 7
by a multichannel spectrum analyzer. 0.4 So

During the irradiation the tube absorbs from the RV
supply a DC current of sevaal A. The currm is monitored 02 U" 40

on-line during the iadiation and integrated to obtain the total
charge. 0 so ISO 200

The irradiation source is an Xay gun which generated Q 100
almost monochromatic 64 keV photons. The interaction Figure 3: Test with RTV. eperidence of te wire pin for dw

length of such photons in Ar is 3 cm at a pressure P - I bar. reference tube (open square) and the irradiated tube (open circle)
So only a portion L of the wire is effectively irradiated, about The ratio is also platted (full circle).
3 interaction lengths (L IO cm).

The wire gain of the test tubes is about the sme of the 250

DT, that is, I 03.

'The wires can be removed and analyzed by an ectron
scanning microscope (SEM). 200 -

IH. PRELIMINARY TEST
ISO

A preliminary test was done to verify the effectiveness of 7 - -b0*3W-11% I
I you I am I

the method. A sample of about 400 cm2 of RTV silicone Ills I Zs
spread on a clean aluminum foil was put inside the link. RTV
is well known to be very dangerous for the ageing. 'The gas
flux was about 5 Wmin. From fig.3 it is clear the deep drop of
the gain for the iadiated tube. More precisely, the wire pin
has been found to be a function of the time after the 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 401

Tim bow
irradiation is stopped, as shown in fig.4. It seems that the wire
has become resistive and the charge accumulated on it, which Figur 4 Tst with RTV. Delmdence of the wire pin on the time

after- the irradiation is stopped. 71he curve is the best fit to an
decrease slowly with an exponential law, creates a parasitic exponential law. The time constant is -r - 6.8 min.

electric field which tends to diminish the multiplication field.

An inspection with the SEM confirms this hypothesis. There

is no visible deposition of material on the wire surface. The

spectrum of the Xay emitted by the surface because of the
-_ 0 - bradiated - I irjpn

electron bombardment (fig.5) shows two huge peaks, due to

the Silicon and Oxygen, in addition to the Ni-Fe-Cr peaks of i

the steel.

Fe

C r
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Figure 5. Test with RTV. Results of the analysis at the SEM for a

virgin and the inadiated wires. The data we normalized to obtain the
same amount of Cr-Fe-Ni (stainless steel principal elements).
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IV. NOPJ,4ALIZATION PROCEDURE

The total charge Q accumulated by the wire during I :.C

years of LHC operations has estimated as L= 0.013

0.8 Z20

-q 0.6

Q.0 = R-T 2M

0.4

where R is the rate along the wire, T the time and q the charge 180
for a single hit. For the DT, R = 400 Hz/cm (each cm of wire 0.2
collects an area of 4 cm' of the tube), T = 310' s and q = 4
pC. Such value of q is 4 times larger than the charge produced 0
by a minimum ionizing particle. In doing this we account for a 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

the fact That gamma's and neutrons generate charged tacks - O(MC)
with a higher specific energy loss. From (1) Q, = 0.48 C/cm. Figure S. Teg of Ad ape-. dependence of the we gain for 

reference (crossed squares) and the irradiated (open circles) tube. P
For a correct scaling of the tests with real life we must take ratio is also plotted (full circles).

into consideration the pollutant concentration, which depends

on the outgassing surface and on the gas flux , and the For all the above materials, the result is negative, i.e., n
total accumulated charge Q. We assume that the ageing effects change of the wire gain is measured within a few percen
depend linearly on the pollutant concentration and on the which is the sensitivity of the apparatus.

accumulated charge. Therefore We are going to test other DT materials, namely, the firon-

end electronics, the plastic end-plugs and the Al I-beams ac
Ageing oc Q-S/4> (2) the cleaning procedure.
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In the tests the pollutant concentration and the 'ionizing [1) R-BreedonYu.FisyakCMSTN/96-035

radiation are several order of magnitude higher than in LHC. [2] MACOR is a machinable ceramic by Coming, USA.

The foreseen flux for the DT is I volume/day, namely [3] J.A. Kadyk, Nucl. Instr. and Meth A300 1991), 436
0.8 cc/min. In the test, a total charge Q = LQ, = 48 C is
needed to simulate IO LHC years if the ratio (S/0) for the test
is equal t that for the DT.

V. AGErNG TESTS

The tests regard all the materials nside the DT which are
in contact with the gas. The materials tested up-to-now are:

1) M�lw tape 'With glut based on tlicul-aled silitonit
polymers;

2) Al tape with monoacrilic glue;

3) bare FR4 boards for HV;

4) complete FR4 boards for RV (with cables, resistors,
capacitors, glue).

Both Al and mylar are known to be safe from the point of
view of ageing, so the tests concern essentially the glues.

As an example, the result regarding test 2 is shown in
fig 5. For this measurement, Q = 0.7 C, 4) = 4 cc/min, S = 858
cm'. n the DT the glue surface is 5 cm'. Using, eq.(21, the test
is equivalent to 25 years of LHC.
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